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Westphalian online auction for foals predisposed for jumping
Collection of 15 highly interesting foals now online
Münster: In times of the Corona crisis the Westfälisches Pferdestammbuch e.V. is relying on online
auctions. The first collection can be found on the online auction website as of today, Monday, April
27. The lot represents 15 foals with predisposed for jumping with international pedigrees from
highly interesting dam lines.
The pedigrees of the collection of the 1st Westphalian Online Auction for foals predisposed for
jumping is read like the crème de la crème of international show jumping. Top sires for show jumping
performance blood can be found on both the sire and dam side of these hopefuls. The dam lines of
the foals are highly interesting: They enclose licensed stallions and horses that are highly successful
in international show jumping courses. Bids for the 15 offspring can be placed from Wednesday, April
29, 9 am, until Monday, May 4, 7.30 pm, at onlineauction.westfalenpferde.de/en. "After the success
of the online auction for riding horses at the beginning of April, we are now looking forward to
starting with the foals online. In our collection of foals predisposed for jumping you will find the
latest top genetics from secured dam lines - probably the highest guarantee for a top jumper of the
future", auction and marketing manager Thomas Münch is pleased to announce.
With international performance blood the Westfälisches Pferdestammbuch e.V. starts this first
online foal auction of the year 2020. With the head number 1 a descendant of Taloubet Z/Cornet
Obolensky opens the auction. With Thor, Gretel Schulze-Buxloh is exhibiting a colt whose dam line
has been maintained for years on the family's farm in Hamm.
The Belgian stallion Eldorado van de Zeshoek, who is internationally successful in show jumping up to
1.60 m, and the Westphalian star sire and team Vice-Champion at the European Championships,
Comme il faut NRW, are represented by three offspring in this collection.
Successful dam lines
The dam of the head number nine, Emilio L by Eldorado van de Zeshoek /Cassini I (breeder: Thomas
Lüke, Steinheim) was successful up to advanced show jumping level. Django Unchained T also
descends from the direct line of the head number five Take on me by Tangelo van de
Zuuthoeve/Eldorado van de Zeshoek (breeder: Frank Timmreck, Hohenberg-Krusemark). The Diarado
son is at home in the stable of World Championesse Simone Blum and has already celebrated
international successes. Edgar Langen, Remangen, brings a Zirocco Blue offspring to the virtual
Westphalian auction site. The stallion out of Verb.Pr.St. Baghira de Rouet by Balou du Rouet has
performance blood! The full sister of the grey colt is Zita Blue, who is successful in international sport
under the saddle of Janne-Friederike Meyer-Zimmermann.

Further information can be found at: westfalenpferde.de. The collection of the online auction can be
seen at onlineauction.westfalenpferde.de/en. The bidding ends on Monday, May 4, at 7.30 pm.
The attached photo can be used free of charge in connection with this press release. Picture credits:
Guido Recki
Title: Head number 1 Thor by Taloubet Z/Cornet Obolensky
You can find a video of the collection to embed in your website here: https://youtu.be/IAX2Ym9KTBk

